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Peace Talks Going... Nowhere
Most people are aware that the peace talks engineered by US Secretary of State John Kerry have run into 
difficulties. Israel is willing to talk, and the Palestinian leadership seems willing to talk—up to a certain point. 
Abbas and those working with him have placed formidable obstacles in the path of any future peace  
agreement. In addition to that, it recently became clear that the Palestinian “street” is not in agreement with 
the talks.
 
On Saturday, January 25, thousands of Palestinian Arabs rallied in cities across the West Bank demanding 
that their leadership stop participating in US-brokered peace talks with Israel. Organized by left-wing  
Palestinian political movements, the demonstrations lambasted US Secretary of State John Kerry’s peace 
proposals as legitimizing the “Israeli occupation,” according to Bethlehem’s Ma’an news agency.

Israel has long maintained that one of the principle obstacles to peace is the failure of the Palestinian  
Authority to educate its people to favor a compromise peace agreement with Israel. For the Palestinians, 
including the Palestinian leadership, it’s “all or nothing.” Also on Saturday, a senior member of the ruling 
Palestinian party Fatah told Arab media that it was time for the Palestinians to give up on negotiations and 
resume violence against Israel. Tawfiq Tirawi said, “We have to resume action, as action can change many 
things. I mean resistance in all its aspects.” These were his words on the Beirut-based al-Mayadeen satellite 
channel.
Those familiar with the conflict will know that “resistance in all its aspects” means suicide bombings and 
other terrorist attacks targeting Israeli civilians (Israel Today magazine).
 
As a result, even Israel’s most liberal voices appear to finally be seeing the light (in other words, waking up 
to the real problems involved in the talks). In a weekend interview with Israel’s Channel 2 News, Justice Min-
ister Tzipi Livni, who is in charge of negotiations with the Palestinians, said that Palestinian leader Mahmoud 

Abbas’ positions are “not only unacceptable to us but to the whole world, and if he 
continues to stick to them, then the Palestinians will be the ones to pay the price.”

The remarks were somewhat shocking to many Israelis, as Livni has long been one 
of the most ardent defenders of Abbas as a viable peace partner. Still, Livni re-
mained optimistic, insisting that Channel 2’s poll showing that 87 percent of Israelis 
now believe the current negotiations won’t lead to a peace deal, cannot be allowed 
to influence talks.

Livni was adamant that if a reasonable peace proposal can be put on the table, the 
majority of Israelis will change their minds and get behind it. With all due  
respect, in this attitude she might be as deluded as are some of the Palestinians.  
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Defense Minister Ya’alon “Insults” John Kerry
According to the Israeli newspaper Yediot Aharonot, Moshe Ya’alon recently  
lambasted the peace talks guided by US Secretary of State Kerry as being “not 
worth the paper they are printed on” and something that will not provide any  
security for Israel. Ya’alon also apparently referred to Kerry as “inexplicably  
obsessive” and “messianic” in his efforts to coax the two sides into a peace 
agreement. He said Kerry has “nothing to teach me about the conflict with the 
Palestinians.” The last statement was no doubt very true. 

“All that can save us,” Ya’alon said, “is for John Kerry to win a Nobel Prize and 
leave us in peace.” These remarks gave rise to a diplomatic storm on both sides 
of the water, with Israeli leaders distancing themselves from Ya’alon’s remarks, 
while the US severely criticized him for “insulting” Kerry. Ya’alon himself later 

back-tracked a bit when he said, “Even if there are disagreements between us and the Americans in our 
discussions, they shouldn’t overshadow our shared goals and interests.” 

Ya’alon, who is considered a defense hawk, has even before this time publicly expressed skepticism over 
plans for Israel to pull out of the West Bank, and firmly opposed an Israeli withdrawal from the Jordan Valley.

Speaking privately, Ya’alon said an American security plan that could ostensibly facilitate a safe withdrawal 
by Israel, and which calls for advanced electronic surveillance in the West Bank area instead of an Israeli 
military presence, would actually “ensure that Ben Gurion Airport and Netanya become a missile target,” 
which only “our continued presence in Judea, Samaria and the Jordan River” will prevent, according to 
the report.

When Kerry naively said recently that his security proposal would render Israel’s eastern border more tran-
quil than the US-Canada border, Ya’alon was said to have shot back, “What are you talking about?” With 
such foolish remarks coming from the US, I must say I agree with Ya’alon, at least with regard to this issue. 

Ya’alon went on to say, “You’ve given us a plan based on advanced technologies — satellites, sensors, 
war rooms with TV screens — but with no presence in the field of our forces. How is that technology go-
ing to help when a Salafist or an Islamic Jihad terror cell tries to attack Israeli targets? How are satellites 
going to quash the rocket-building industry that’s developing in Nablus and that will launch rockets at Tel 
Aviv and the center of the country?”

He also severely criticized Palestinian Authority President Mahmoud Abbas, saying his continued rule 
of the West Bank was only thanks to Israel. “The moment we leave Judea and Samaria he’s finished,” 
Ya’alon was quoted as saying. “In practical terms for the last few months we’ve been holding talks not with 
the Palestinians, but with the Americans.”

He also lamented that the Palestinians had yet to give up anything in the ongoing peace negotiations, 
while Israel had “released murderers,” a reference to a series of prisoner discharges in which 78 longtime 
Palestinian terror convicts have been freed in recent months. “Enough is enough,” Ya’alon declared (The 
Times of Israel, January 27). 

Israel Re-evaluates Its Role in Syrian War
In a special briefing to foreign correspondents Friday, January 24, a high-ranking Israeli intelligence of-
ficer, speaking on condition of anonymity, reported that more than 30,000 al-Qaeda-linked fighters are 
active in Syria, a huge increase over the 2,000  jihadis present there two years ago. With jihadis in control 
of Syrian territory on Israel’s northern borders, the high-ranking officer said “many discussions are taking 
place behind closed doors about the possibility of rethinking its strategy” of neutrality in the Syrian civil 
war (Debkafile, January 25). 

The inference drawn from this disclosure is that, for the first time in Syria’s three-year civil conflict, Israel 
might be ready to embark on cross-border military action to stem this direct threat. In his briefing, the 
Israeli officer stressed that the Islamic rebel groups massing in Syria have openly threatened to turn their 
sights on Israel after toppling Assad.
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He went on to report that another 1,200 Al Qaeda-affiliated fighters have taken up a presence in the 
Hamas-ruled Gaza Strip. Furthermore, coordination has deepened among Al Qaeda’s branches in Syria 
and Egyptian Sinai, where its local Salafist supporters have formed a jihadist coalition calling itself Ansar 
Beit al Maqdis (the Jerusalem Front). According to Debka, this front carried out four terrorist attacks in 
Cairo Friday, killing at least 6 people and injuring more than 60. It exhibited for the first time a capacity for 
coordinated terrorist attacks inside the Egyptian capital.

Last week, Sinai Salafists fired two Grad missiles at the Israeli town of Eilat, after a rash of attacks on 
Israeli forces and numerous lethal assaults on Egyptian military targets in Sinai.
The IDF has never before released figures on the scale of Al Qaeda’s deployment in Syria, or revealed 
its concentration on the Israeli border. The policy overhaul the officer described offered the rationale for 
potential Israeli intervention in Syria in order to push the jihadist menace back from its northern towns and 
villages.

Israel To Be Targeted after Syria and Iraq
Thousands of foreign fighters from across the Muslim world, as well as Europe and North America, have 
flocked to Syria to bolster the al-Qaeda-linked groups operating in Syria. They have plans to establish a 
big independent Islamic state at the heart of the Middle East. This is the conclusion of intelligence  
experts, according to counter-terror and military sources. This state is intended in the first instance to  
devour large swathes of Iraq and Syria, before the founders turn their sights on Israel and Jordan. 
However, if their first goal of toppling the Assad regime is frustrated by the Russian-Syrian-Iranian-Hizbullah 
alliance, they are ready to reverse this order and go straight for Israel—so they say. 

What most Muslims want is a caliphate that will span the Middle East and encompass all Muslim lands, 
with the exception of Israel, which they hope will be gone by that time. Some would like to see the capi-
tal in Ankara; others would like to see it in Baghdad, or even Damascus. Situated in the midst of several 
large Arab countries, tiny Israel needs our prayers as never before. Although we know that Israel is not 
going anywhere, still, she very much needs our support, both material and spiritual. Please don’t forget to 
pray for the peace of Jerusalem.

“For the Lord has chosen Zion, he has desired it for his dwelling. ‘This is my resting place forever 
and ever; here I will sit enthroned, for I have desired it…’” (Psalm 132:13-14). 

In Messiah,
Lonnie C. Mings
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